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Best loved opera arias for
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 Ruggero LEONCAVALLO (1857–1919) 
1  Pagliacci (‘Clowns’) (1892) 3:13 
 Act I: Vesti la giubba (Canio) 
 Nicola Martinucci 
 Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra 
 Alexander Rahbari (8.660021)

 Giuseppe VERDI (1813–1901) 
2  Rigoletto (1851) 2:55 

 Act III: La donna è mobile … Un dì,  
 se ben rammentomi (Duke of Mantua) 
 Yordy Ramiro 
 Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra 
 Alexander Rahbari (8.553042)

3  Aida (1871) 4:26 
 Act I: Se quel guerrier io fossi! …  
 Celeste Aida (Radamès) 
 Kristjan Johannsson  
 RTÉ National Symphony Orchestra  
 Ricco Saccani (8.554706)

 Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART (1756–1791) 
4  Don Giovanni (1787) 4:01 

 Act II: Il mio tesoro intanto (Don Ottavio) 
 Torsten Kerl • Nicolaus Esterházy Sinfonia 
 Michael Halász  
 (8.660080-82)

 Gaetano DONIZETTI (1797–1848) 
5  L’elisir d’amore (‘The Elixir of Love’) (1832) 5:09 

 Act II: Una furtiva lagrima (Nemorino) 
 Vincenzo La Scola 
 Hungarian State Opera Orchestra 
 Pier Giorgio Morandi (8.660045-46)

 Giacomo PUCCINI (1858–1924) 
6  Tosca (1900) 2:59 

 Act III: E lucevan le stelle (Cavaradossi) 
 Giorgio Lamberti 
 Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra 
 Alexander Rahbari (8.660001-02)

 Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART 
7  Così fan tutte (‘All Women Are the Same’)  5:01 
 (1790) 
 Act I: Un’aura amorosa (Ferrando) 
 John Dickie 
 Capella Istropolitana • Johannes Wildner 
 (8.660008-10)

 George Frideric HANDEL (1685–1759) 
8  Serse (‘Xerxes’) (1738) 3:23 
 Act I: Ombra mai fu (Serse) 
 Jozsef Mukk 
 Camerata De Budapest • László Kovács 
 (8.552109-10)

 Franz LEHÁR (1870–1948) 
9  Das Land des Lächelns (‘The Land of Smiles’) 3:24 
 (1923, revised 1929) 
 Act II: Dein ist mein ganzes Herz  
 (Prince Sou-Chong) 
 János Berkes 
 Hungarian Operetta Orchestra • László Kovács 
 (8.550941)

 Giacomo PUCCINI 
10  La Bohème (1896) 4:23 
 Act I: Che gelida manina (Rodolfo) 
 Jonathan Welch 
 Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra 
 Will Humburg (8.556670)
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 Gaetano DONIZETTI 
11  La Fille du régiment (‘The Daughter of the 4:02 
 Regiment’) (1840) 
 Act I: Ah! mes amis, quel jour de fête! (Tonio) 
 Marcello Giordani • Catania Teatro Massimo  
 Bellini Orchestra • Steven Mercurio (8.557269)

 Giacomo PUCCINI 
12  Tosca (1900) 2:35 
 Act I: Recondita armonia (Cavaradossi) 
 Thomas Harper 
 Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra 
 Michael Halász (8.556670)

 Richard WAGNER (1813–1883) 
13  Die Walküre (‘The Valkyrie’) (1870) 3:24 
 Act I: Winterstürme wichen dem  
 Wonnemond (Siegmund) 
 Stuart Skelton 
 Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra 
 Jaap van Zweden (8.660394-97)

 Charles GOUNOD (1818–1893) 
14  Faust (1859) 4:37 
 Act III: Salut! Demeure chaste et pure (Faust) 
 Piotr Beczała • Vienna State Opera Orchestra 
 Bertrand de Billy (Orfeo C805103D)

 Gioachino ROSSINI (1792–1868) 
15  Il barbiere di Siviglia (‘The Barber of Seville’) 4:34 
 (1816) 
 Act I: Ecco, ridente in cielo (Conte) 
 Ramón Vargas  
 Budapest Failoni Chamber Orchestra 
 Will Humburg (8.553436)

 Giuseppe VERDI 
16  Rigoletto (1851) 1:37 
 Act I: Questa o quella (Duke of Mantua) 
 Yordy Ramiro  
 Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra 
 Alexander Rahbari (8.554065)

 Pyotr Il’yich TCHAIKOVSKY (1840–1893) 
17  Eugene Onegin (1879) 6:12 
 Act II: Kuda, kuda (Lensky’s Aria) (Lensky) 
 Vladimir Grishko 
 Ukraine State Radio Symphony Orchestra  
 Vladimir Sirenko (8.552117-18)

 Giacomo PUCCINI 
18  La fanciulla del West (‘The Girl of the  1:54 
 Golden West’) (1910) 
 Act III: Ch’ella mi creda (Dick Johnson) 
 Thomas Harper 
 Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra 
 Michael Halász (8.550497)

 Jules MASSENET (1842–1912) 
19  Werther (1892) 2:31 
 Act III: Pourquoi me réveiller, ô souffle  
 du printemps? (Werther) 
 Marcus Haddock 
 Orchestre National de Lille  
 Jean-Claude Casadesus (8.660072-73)

 Giuseppe VERDI 
20  La traviata (1853) 2:56 
 Act I: Brindisi: Libiamo ne’lieti calici  
 (Drinking Song) (Alfredo, Chorus, Violetta) 
 Yordy Ramiro, Tenor • Monika Krause, Soprano 
 Slovak Philharmonic Chorus and Orchestra  
 Alexander Rahbari (8.660011-12)

 Giacomo PUCCINI 
21  Turandot (1926) 2:45 
 Act III: Nessun dorma (Calaf) 
 Mario Malagnini 
 Genoa Carlo Felice Theatre Orchestra 
 Donato Renzetti (Dynamic CDS764)

Total Timing: 76:45
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Best loved opera arias for 
Tenor

Introduction
In 1755, the great English lexicographer Dr Johnson defined opera as exotic and irrational.

He wasn’t wrong. It’s full of people who say things like ‘I’ll go now’ but who wait, or who sing 
marvellous tunes while slowly dying of stab-wounds, and usually in a language audiences don’t 
understand. But here’s the thing. Although opera is not realistic, it is real. Opera takes the great 
moments of life – death, love, desire, sex, vengeance – and stretches them out for us so that we may 
feel them more fully. 

Opera offers truths which are otherwise inexpressible. Again: it is real.

A History of Opera
For an art form which has had such a profound impact on global culture, opera has a surprisingly 
short history. It was invented in about 1600 in Italy. A group of academics, hoping to recreate the 
chanted speech of ancient Greek theatre, developed a method of giving sung notes to the words of 
dramatic characters. Hey presto! – they’d stumbled upon opera: drama told through music.

It quickly took off. The wrenching pathos, the opportunities for comedy, the grandeur of great 
music combined with powerful stories… From its birth, opera has been about real emotions, and 
real situations, but heightened to a point of sublimity. 

As with all art forms, conventions soon arose. Songs for individual characters became known 
as arias. Quick-paced dialogue, in a less melodic style, was called recitative. An opera might have 
some duets, or trios, or a chorus. The accompanying orchestra began to grow too.

Certain musical forms began to dominate the art form. In the Baroque period (early 18th 
century) operas mostly fell into the category of opera seria: Handel’s Serse 8  is a good example. 
The distinguishing feature of an opera seria is a type of aria which always repeats its opening 
section after a contrasting interlude. This is known as a da capo aria, or a ‘go back to the beginning 
aria’. (‘Ombra mai fu’ 8  is not in this form, however.)

At this stage, it was the singers – not composers, not librettists, not producers – who were the 
most important people of the opera world, and sometimes they demanded ridiculous changes in 
storytelling merely to suit their egos. In 1762 Gluck tried to reform opera back to purer principles 
in Orfeo ed Eurydice, and this opened the way for more experimental works, such as Mozart’s 
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Don Giovanni 4  and Così fan tutte 7  with their innovative use of ensembles and emotional variety. 
In the early 19th century, this in turn developed into new style called bel canto (literally 

‘beautiful singing’) which emphasised singers’ virtuosity in long-held phrases and brilliantly 
sparkling fast passages 11  15 . Verdi pushed this style to encompass ever-greater emotional intensity, 
and sometimes also employed the bigger crowd-scenes and epic backdrops of grand opera 2  3  
16  20 . Opera had another flowering in the late 19th-century verismo style, which exploited sexually 
heightened conflicts 1  6  10  12  21 , before it headed into several different modern pathways, some 
more successful than others, in the 20th and 21st centuries.

If you’re wondering why this history has only covered Italian opera, partly it’s because the 
Italians were first on the scene and so controlled the field. But it is also because the Italian language, 
with its open vowels and easy consonants, is a wonderfully straightforward language to sing. All 
other national schools of opera – including French, Russian, German, and English – have thus 
defined themselves in a pro or contra relationship with the globally dominant Italian product.

The Tenor Voice
The tenor voice is the highest of the male ranges produced in ‘chest voice’. (There is a higher male 
voice, called countertenor, which lies as high as a woman’s, but this is produced by means of 
falsetto.) The baritone is the next lower male chest voice, and the bass is the lowest.

Within the tenor range there are many subdivisions, although the categories are frequently 
blurred. A singer may excel in several different styles of music, or change from one category to 
another over the course of his career.

The leggero tenor has a typically high and agile voice which is suited to fast passages and 
delicate music 11 . The lyric (the most common type of tenor) is a degree less agile, but can produce 
a firm, rounded tone with shining high notes 10 . The spinto (often used by Verdi) has a stronger and 
louder sound, able to soar above a large orchestra 3 . The dramatic is even more powerful, but 
often a little lower too (they tend to avoid the tenors’ famous ‘high C’) 1 . And the Heldentenor or 
‘heroic tenor’ has the massive vocal heft, power and stamina to tackle the huge roles of Wagner 13 .

The history of the operatic tenor as a leading character is relatively brief, and only begins 
in earnest in the 19th century. Although earlier composers such as Handel and Vivaldi had 
occasionally written for the tenor voice, heroic roles of the Baroque period were most often taken by 
castrati. In the late 18th century, Mozart began to exploit the tenor sound more fully 4  7 , but the 
‘tenor-as-hero’ only truly took off a little later in the bel canto era 5  11  15 . Once the singer Gilbert 
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Duprez had pioneered the famous ‘top C’ in chest voice in 1831, the hero-tenor in his romantic 
guise as tortured, love-struck, tragic protagonist truly flared into existence 1  3  19 . 

From the bel canto period onwards, opera plots often relied on a central emotional triangle 
comprising a hero-tenor, a love-interest-soprano, and a villain-baritone.

1  Vesti la giubba (‘On with the motley’) from Pagliacci (1892)
 Canio is the leading clown in a troupe of travelling commedia dell’arte players. Just as the 

evening show is about to start, he discovers that his wife, the leading lady, is having an affair. 
There is no time to confront her. He must put on his motley, hide his tears, and pretend to laugh. 
The show must go on.

 The style of late 19th-century opera which comes under the heading verismo often 
involves heightened jealousies, adultery, and thrillingly melodramatic confrontations. Pagliacci 
is the ultimate example of this genre, and with ‘Vesti la giubba’ it also provides tenors with one 
of the most popular hits of the repertoire. When the tenor Enrico Caruso recorded it in the early 
1900s, it became the first disc to reach over a million sales. 

2  La donna è mobile (‘Women are fickle’) from Rigoletto (1851)
 The Duke of Mantua joyfully announces his belief in the fickleness of women. 

Verdi was well aware of the instantly unforgettable nature of this melody as soon as he 
had composed it, and cleverly used it to create one of the greatest moments of drama in the 
operatic repertoire. Towards the end of the opera, Rigoletto, the title character, pays someone 
to kill the Duke. He is dragging the body away in a sack, when he hears this melody sung in the 
distance. The tune is immediately recognisable: it’s the Duke. So… whose body is in the sack? 

3  Celeste Aida (‘Heavenly Aida’) from Aida (1871)
 The Egyptian warrior Radamès is secretly in love with Aida, a captured enemy slave. In this aria 

he dreams both of gaining glory in battle and of winning her hand.
As entrance arias go, ‘Celeste Aida’ is one of the most effective ever written, and 

immediately tells us that Radamès is a tough-guy with a tender heart. Unfortunately it also 
requires the tenor to sing a demanding long-phrased melody without any prior warm-up, and it 
also stipulates that he should sing the final high note quieter and quieter, until the sound is pppp 
(as quiet as possible). It’s incredibly difficult, and almost no tenor ever achieves it. 
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4  Il mio tesoro intanto (‘My dearest treasure’) from Don Giovanni (1787)
 Don Ottavio becomes convinced that nobleman Don Giovanni is in fact a seducer and 

murderer. He vows to avenge his beloved Donna Anna, who is one of Giovanni’s victims.
With its leaps, scales and runs, this aria is supremely testing. It is so demanding, in fact, 

that Mozart was forced to cut it from the first revival and write another aria, because the new 
tenor was unable to manage it. Nowadays both the original aria and the later one are often 
included in performances.

5  Una furtiva lagrima (‘A furtive tear’) from L’elisir d’amore (1832)
 Nemorino, a simple village lad, has been trying to make the haughty Adina jealous by means 

of a magic love potion. When he sees a ‘furtive tear’ roll down Adina’s cheek, he believes that 
she really and truly loves him.

What might have been a silly farce about a fake love-potion and conventional 
misunderstandings, is taken to a high level of emotional power by arias such as this, which 
reveal the characters to be fully-rounded and sympathetic.

6  E lucevan le stelle (‘The stars were shining’) from Tosca (1900)
 The artist Cavaradossi has been condemned to death for treason, and has one hour before his 

execution. He is overwhelmed by memories of his lover, the renowned singer Floria Tosca.
‘E lucevan le stelle’ captures all of Cavaradossi’s grief and yearning in music of 

unforgettable intensity. Puccini’s estate later sued Al Jolson for re-using the tune in his song 
Avalon. Bizarrely, considering the huge differences between the two works, Puccini’s executors 
won the case.

7  Un’aura amorosa (‘A loving aura’) from Così fan tutte (1790)
 Ferrando has assumed a disguise to test his lover’s constancy. She passes with flying colours, 

and, once he is alone, he praises her fidelity.
Although the plot of Così is geometrically schematic and reductive (an old man bets two 

younger men that their lovers will prove unfaithful), the characters have music of emotional 
complexity and truthfulness. This problematic contradiction sits at the heart of the opera.
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8  Ombra mai fu (‘There never was such shade’) from Serse (1738)
 Serse (‘Xerxes’), the king of Persia, sings this aria to his favourite plane tree, thanking the plant 

for giving him shade.
Serse’s first aria, although memorably beautiful, sets up the king as a partially comical 

figure, and prepares the way for the rest of Handel’s witty and sly opera.
Handel originally wrote this for a castrato. Nowadays it is most often performed at the 

same high pitch by a countertenor or mezzo-soprano. But in the 1920s, when Handel’s operas 
were first rediscovered, leading roles like this were usually given to tenors and basses. 

9  Dein ist mein ganzes Herz (‘All of my heart is yours’) from Das Land des Lächelns  
(1923, revised 1929)

 Prince Sou-Chong has married a Viennese girl and brought her to China. She is unhappy that 
Sou-Chong must obey tradition and take other wives, but he tries to reassure her that she is his 
only true beloved. 

The composer Franz Lehár was so aware of the box-office value of tenor Richard Tauber, 
that he wrote specially tailored tunes for him to exploited his best notes. These melodies became 
known as Tauberlieder (‘Taubersongs’), and this is perhaps the best known of them.

10  Che gelida manina (‘What a cold little hand’) from La Bohème (1896)
 The poor, ill seamstress Mimì stumbles into the cold garret of poet Rodolfo. He’s instantly 

attracted, grasping her freezing hand to warm it, and then telling her all about his rackety life 
as a writer.

Puccini uses a novel three-part structure in this aria, to demonstrate Rodolfo’s simple 
seduction technique. As he warms Mimì’s hand, the music is tender; when he describes his 
life as a poet, the pace is livelier; and then, when he makes his move, the gloriously sweeping 
‘love motif’ is heard. 

11  Ah! mes amis (‘Ah, my friends’) from La Fille du régiment (1840)
 Tonio, a Swiss peasant, has fallen in love with a girl who works as a vivandière (mess-girl) for 

a French regiment. Here he announces that he has enlisted with the French army to be with her.
This aria is famous for having no fewer than eight top C’s (tenors frequently add a ninth 

at the end, just for good measure) which demonstrate Tonio’s excitement at his new life. They 
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are cleverly written by Donizetti – with a supporting leap from an octave lower – to be as 
technically manageable as possible. 

12  Recondita armonia (‘Hidden harmony’) from Tosca (1900)
 The painter Cavaradossi is working on a portrait of Mary Magdalene which mixes the dark 

features of his lover Tosca with the blonde features of a woman he has seen in church. He muses 
on the ‘hidden harmony’ between them.

The play upon which Tosca is based is a wordy thriller, with plenty of exposition and lots 
of characters. At first Puccini could not see room for any arias, and almost gave up the idea of 
turning it into an opera. But his clever librettists provided him with verses such as this, which 
both forward the plot and offer moments of expansive tunefulness.

13  Winterstürme (‘Winter storms’) from Die Walküre (1870)
 Siegmund, a wounded traveller, enters the hut of Hunding and his wife Sieglinde. The 

atmosphere is hostile and gloomy, but after Hunding goes to bed, Siegmund and Sieglinde 
grow more attracted to each other. As their love grows, Siegmund imagines that the wintery 
gloom is turning into the warmth of spring. 

Wagner wanted to avoid conventional arias, duets and ensembles in order to present 
music which was more free-flowing. But occasionally he couldn’t resist a good tune, and in 
‘Winterstürme’ he wrote an aria which transforms the mood of the scene in a moment.

Directly after this aria, the lovers discover that they are long-lost twins, but this doesn’t 
prevent them gleefully consummating their incestuous passion. 

14  Salut! Demeure chaste et pure (‘Hail! Chaste and pure abode’) from Faust [1859]
 Faust, tempted by a vision of the lovely maiden Marguerite, has sold his soul to the devil. In this 

aria, he stands outside Marguerite’s ‘chaste and pure abode’ and praises the inhabitant as a 
child of nature. 

Although Faust praises Marguerite’s purity, the music makes clear what his true intentions 
are. One early commentator noted that the seductive violin solo which runs through the aria 
‘pronounces what words could only partially say’.
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15  Ecco, ridente (‘Here, laughing’) from Il barbiere di Siviglia (1816)
 Count Almaviva, disguised as a poor student, serenades the lovely Rosina beneath her window 

with this charming cavatina, or ‘short, simple song’.
Short it might be; simple it is not. Rossini opens the opera with a tenor showpiece which 

allows the singer to display his delicacy, breath-control, and powers of ornamentation. The piece 
is also notable for having a guitar accompaniment to suggest the Spanish setting of the story.

16  Questa o quella (‘This one, or that one’) from Rigoletto (1851)
 In the Duke of Mantua’s first aria he sings of wanting to seduce as many women as possible, 

and of the enjoyment he takes in cuckolding his courtiers.
One of the many surprising aspects of Rigoletto is the way in which Verdi encourages us 

to sympathise with a character as selfish and cruel as the Duke. The music is cheerful, bright, 
joyous, and utterly seductive… and can only lead to tragedy.

17  Kuda, kuda (‘Where, o where’) from Eugene Onegin (1879)
 Hotheaded young Lensky believes his friend Onegin has insulted him, and demands satisfaction. 

On a cold winter morning, while waiting for the duel to begin, he reflects on the transience of 
life and on his love for Olga.

The number of romantic operas in which the baritone, rather than the tenor, takes the lead 
role is few. As if to compensate for that situation here, Tchaikovsky gives Lensky, the secondary 
protagonist, an aria of devastating power and emotional force.

The plot of the opera is based on a novel-in-verse by Alexander Pushkin, who – like his 
character Lensky – was also killed in a duel.

18  Ch’ella mi creda (‘Let her believe’) from La fanciulla del West (1910)
 The thief Dick Johnson has been caught by a posse of gold prospectors who are about to hang 

him. He accepts his fate, but begs them not to tell his beloved Minnie, and instead let her 
believe that he has escaped.

In this late opera, Puccini experimented with a more free-flowing musical texture than he 
had previously employed, and wrote few self-contained arias or duets. But the opportunity to 
compose a smash-hit stand-alone number for this climactic cry of death and love was too good 
to resist. 
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19  Pourquoi me réveiller (‘Why should I wake’) from Werther (1892)
 Charlotte, a married woman, has fought against her love for the young poet Werther, and sent 

him away. Unable to remain apart from her, he returns to read her some poetry. While he is 
reading, he finally realises that she does indeed return his love. 

The poetry of legendary Gaelic bard Ossian (collected and translated – or possibly even 
written – by author James Macpherson) took all Europe by storm in 1760. Goethe mentioned it 
in his novel The Sorrows of Young Werther, and a French translation of one of the poems also 
made it into Massenet’s opera based on the story.

20  Libiamo (‘Let us drink’) from La traviata (1853)
 Alfredo, a callow provincial youth, is in love with the sophisticated courtesan Violetta. At a 

glamorous soirée, he impresses her by improvising a drinking song.
The ‘brindisi’, or drinking song, is an enormously popular sub-genre within opera, and this 

is one of the most famous. Curiously, the term ‘brindisi’ has nothing to do with the Italian city of 
the same name. It has its etymological roots in the German phrase ‘bring dir’s’ (I offer it to you).

21  Nessun dorma (‘Let no-one sleep’) from Turandot (1926)
 Cruel Princess Turandot has ordered no-one to sleep until they discover the secret name of the 

hated stranger who has won her hand in marriage. Once she knows it, she will be entitled to 
kill him. The stranger – Prince Calaf – reflects on her words, and promises himself that he will 
win her love.

Perhaps the most famous tenor aria ever written, the work was given an even greater jolt 
of fame when sung by The Three Tenors during the 1990 World Cup.

(For grammar fans: the verb dormire (to sleep) appears here in a rare type of subjunctive 
known as congiuntivo esortativo, which suggests the meaning ‘I desire that nobody  
should sleep.’)

Warwick Thompson
© Naxos Rights US, Inc.

Sung texts and translations for the arias on this album can be accessed at 
www.naxos.com/libretti/578190.htm
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